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Executive Summary 

Price found support in the SPX2085-2080 zone the past week, as we showed should happen in last weeks update, 

and has not made much progress since then. Although we can still expect SPX2112-2120 if a 5-wave up count off 

the SPX2026 low is to develop, negative divergences are starting to creep in on the daily TIs suggesting upside will 

be limited indeed, if we’ll get it. 

 

The weekly charts of the SPX, DOW, COMPQ, NYA keep us neutral and certainly away from proclaiming a new bull 

has started. These charts need to soon proof themselves for that, or they will turn sour and south as some of the 

TIs begin to suggest. 

 

Market breadth remains low, and just positive; while other indicators such as Money Flow and the % of stocks in 

the S&P500 above their respective own 50d SMA are not confirming the recent double top (SPX 2111-2105).  

 

The put/call ratio and VIX remain low showing investors/traders expecting continued upside, which often means 

they won’t get that. 

 

Hence, although SPX2112-2120 is certainly possible short term, we see warning signals intermediate term. Longer 

term the markets truly need to proof themselves. IF and once they do there will be plenty of time to jump on the 

bandwagon and ride the right side of the trade. 
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Elliot wave update 

Last week we identified two short term possibilities  

• a pullback at the least; either as a 4th wave down to the SPX2072-2087 [2087-2080] range followed by a 

5th wave up to SPX2114-2112;  

• or the start of a much larger decline over the next weeks. 

Clearly the whole past week was all about the SPX2072-2087 range with SPX2085 as the line in the sand, as almost 

each day was a drop and pop day. While on Thursday we anticipated 5 waves up directly to SPX2112-2120; Friday 

threw a curve ball by droping back to SPX2085 again and rally-ing once again. Hence, we need to adjust our count 

to what we believe was most likely an irregular flat 4th wave and thus the rally to SPX2112-2120 now underway, 

shown in figure 1, or a larger b-wave up having completed at SPX2105 in irregular fasion. That’s all we can content 

us with short term.  

Figure 1. SPX 60min chart: green 3/4 completed?  

 

 

  

S/R zone 

Last weekend’s target zone was spot on. 

How to trade this going forward? 

Go long in 2087-2080 target zone, small 

position, add more on breakout, take partial 

profits lower end of 2112-2120 target zone.  

Stop loss at entry or SPX2080/2070 

depending on comfort level. 
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Market update. 

Last week we wrote “the daily TI chart shows how price has broken above the upper black trend line and blue trend 

line that connects with the ATH, and many other highs. Another fake out or finally the real thing?” This week we can 

say the exact same. However, price is NOT riding the upper Bollinger Bands showing strength and all TIs are NOT 

pointing up. We also showed the possible ABCDE triangle forming; like in December and August 2015. That pattern 

is still valid. Resistance remains at the SPX2100 (horizontal yellow line), support at SPX2090 (These values are +/- 

5p). We do note the negative divergence in daily MACD and the Money Flow Index (MFI); weak uptrend with less 

money put into.  

The Bradley turn date for June 1 led to a small whipsaw, and the one for June 4 is up next, or happened on Friday 

June 3. We’ll know on Monday. (See end of this update for all Bradley turn dates) 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. TIs flat to down, but price still above key trendlines. 
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The weekly line chart (closing prices only) shows price is still –after almost 2 years!- unable to move decisively above 

the SPX2000-2100 zone. The weekly TIs keep pointing up, but the RSI5 is showing signs of negative divergence, and 

so does the MFI (similarly to the daily chart). A red week next week will confirm both setups (divergence is only 

divergence till it isn’t). Based on this chart, and that of the weekly charts of other indices presented on the next 

few pages we cannot proclaim a new bull has started. We’ve discussed in length in prior updates, but it warrants 

repeating. We need to see at least a breakout and close above the 2100 level (on good volume), and the market 

starting making new ATHs. None of this has happened in at least 12 months. Hence, we are neutral until one or 

the other is proven.  

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI line chart. TIs still point up, but negative divergence creeping in. 2100 still strong resistance 
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TECH broke above the upper blue and purple trend lines, as well as the important $4900 level, red dotted horizontal 

line, last week and has been able to stay above them this week. Also here tentative negative divergences on the RSI5 

and MACD-histogram (red dotted lines), but which need to be confirmed with a down week next week. The upper 

black trend line could remain price’s target, now at $5075. That’s potentially 2.6% upside. A close below $4900 is 

bearish. Please note that price is still in the long term black downtrend channel, and hasn’t proven anything bullish 

yet. As such betting on the bullish horse is not at all in our opinion a sure bet at all long term.  

Figure 4. COMPQ weekly charts: Break out held. Initial negative divergence. Still in downtrend channel. 
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Figure 5. DOW and NYA weekly charts: former stuck in trading range. Latter back at 10,500 (62% retrace) 

 

On the weekly DOW chart we can 

clearly see price again stuck in the 

$17,500-$18,000 price range; now for 

almost 3 months. In the meantime 

volume has been decreasing, and the 

MACD appears to be stalling (blue 

circle). IF next week ends red, the 

MACD will start to point down, the 

FTSO will continue its sell signal from 

late April and the A.I. will turn down 

too. All of which is not bullish. Hence, 

next week will be key for the weekly 

chart. Bottom line. a break and close 

above $18,000 will be bullish and 

keep TIs pointing up. A break below 

$17,500 bearish and turn the TIs 

south.  

 

 

 

On the NYA we also see tentative 

negative divergences and price back 

at the scene of the crime: $10,500 

which coincides with the 62% retrace. 

All TIs are still pointing up, but we 

need to see higher prices soon. Also, 

clearly the NYA is still some ways 

below its ATH, while the 20w<50w, 

100w and 200w SMA; and the 

50w<100w. Not a bullish set up 

(compare with 2014). Hence why we 

are not proclaiming a new bull has 

started appears, and neither 

proclaiming a full on bear is 

underway. This market needs to 

proof itself in either way, and the 

parameters set for the DOW will be a 

good guide.  
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Market breadth. 

The SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) remains positive, but did not reach levels (>60) consistent with a 

sustainable rally and is now even below 20. The associated SPXSI did give a renewed buy signal (green vertical line), 

but we find the similarities with August 2015 and December 2015 to close to trust it with a full in all-buy. The other 

reason is because the number of stocks in the S&P500 above their respective 50d SMA do not confirm the recent 

double top (red and blue dotted line); similarly to the Money Flow Index.  

Figure 6. SPXMO remains positive, but not barely. SPXSI buy signal suspect. SPXA50R not confirming double top. 
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Miscellaneous 

Last week’s CPCE (equities only put/call ratio) of 0.51; its lowest reading since August 2015, foretold this week’s price 

behavior well, and is once again almost back at the scene of the crime. VIX also continues to trade in our “close to a 

top zone” Hence, we find continued levels of “no fear” and continued expectations of more upside.  

Figure 7. CPCE ratio and VIX remain at very low but no real reversal in market price yet. 
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Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), and Short term (ST-SMA) have improved over the past 

month since we last updated on them. The LT-SMA is, however, still in full-blown bullish mode, but has improved 

from ~75% bearish to around 50% bullish. The ST is now close to 100% bullish. The tightening of the ST SMAs 

suggests a larger move can be expected soon. 

Figure 8. LT-SMA chart improved    ST-SMA chart improved.    

 

Below is how a bullish chart looks likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. That simple. 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still (very) bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going 

forward, as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term 

things are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 21, 2017 (100/100 Power) 
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